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Link
President’s Corner
Dee Ramm, KU4GC
Emergency Preparedness
As hams, many of us are involved with ARES and make
some effort to be ready to help out in an emergency. We
participate in exercises that are intended to develop our
skills in handling emergencies and, especially, in pro-

Program
Michael Hrivnak, Principal Software
Engineer at Red Hat, will give a
presentation on aircraft navigation using
Stratux. The general aviation community
is using Raspberry Pis with software
defined radios and a USB GPS,
combined with an OSS project called
Stratux, to make a device that's useful in
the cockpit for navigation.
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viding emergency communications. Running a net on
the air is one way to practice and a number of hams in
our community are quite good at being net control. One
real problem in all of this is that we (fortunately!) have
few real emergencies and that makes it hard to prepare,
shooting for something that is almost abstract.
Well, we got the taste of an emergency in the last couple
of weeks — the gasoline pipeline leak and the ensuing
shortage in this area while a work around was being
installed. And it certainly made me inspect my “emergency preparedness”.
So here’s how that went. I knew of the potential problem, so I first figured out what was on hand, thus
“when should I panic”. We have two almost identical
cars and between them, we had enough gas for about
350 miles. I also had about 10 gallons for the generator.
While that gas had a stabilizer added, it was much older. If I have problems with a generator, well, that is limited. Putting questionable gas into an expensive car is a
different story. So those 10 gallons were for dire emergencies. We tend to eat out every night and seldom in
Hillsborough, so 40 miles or so a day is almost a minimum. And we have other commitments.
On Monday night we came back from dinner and local
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gas stations had huge lines. Later that night we
heard on the scanner that all Hillsborough stations had run out of gas. Well, I went to my usual
luncheon at Duke for Tuesday (and did the DFMA
copying for the Board Meeting). I thought maybe
I should cancel the Board Meeting, but then heard
that the pipeline repairs were going well. So we
went to dinner and the Board Meeting in
Durham. Driving back that evening, it was clear
that Hillsborough stations were still out. I did not
check out Durham that carefully but indications
were that problems existed there as well.

Electricity: We do have a generator, but it should
probably be run more often. And we should stock
more gas. We also have access to KF4PAB’s qth
where the generator runs on natural gas.

I had a dental checkup Wednesday in Chapel Hill
but then decided to eat in Hillsborough that
evening, so did not need excessive gas. However,
I certainly worried more as the gas gauge showed
lower values. Then the first break came on Thursday. One of our local stations was still all out but
the other one had regular only. The cars we drive
all take high test. In the “olden days” that could
have been a serious problem. However, modern
cars with fuel injection and computer controls
that adapt, changed all of that. I had previously
checked up on that and it seems that mostly you
would not have as much power. Anyway, I
promptly filled up the car and was now at approximately 50% regular. Honestly, I didn’t feel
any difference.

Food: We have enough around to survive for
quite a while, if not in great style.

Anyway, getting some gas was psychologically a
great relief: evidence that things were getting better. So the emergency receded, but it is only today
that I was able to fill up with high test.

Phone: I do still keep a landline and that has not
failed us in previous long term weather events
even when the power was out. We also have cell
phones but the towers seem to die in longer term
emergencies. And we have radios!
Internet: We have generally foregone that, but it
maybe something to work on.

Shelter: Having some kind of ready bag of essentials and plans for handling critical papers are
something I need to spend some time on. Of
course, worst case, the bag and paper may be
gone too.
Anyway, no need to go on. It’s just important for
everyone to think ahead and be prepared to handle these emergencies with a minimum of pain
and with the gasoline shortage we had a nice little
wake up call.

73,

Dee

DFMA President

So, this emergency is over. What should I do differently? It probably means that having about
50% gas in the vehicles at all times is a good thing.
Maybe having more around for potential generator use is really a good thing. But, much more importantly, it is time to think about how to handle
other emergencies. And emergencies seem to be
equivalent to running out of something.
Water: we have some bottled water but probably
should have more. We do keep Clorox around
that can be used to sterilize water.
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The Sealed Battery
Maintenance
Challenge
By

Dan Eddleman, KR4UB

October 2016
Why would this be so difficult?
The problem was solved by the development of a
glass mat microfiber separator, which has the ability to hold large quantities of electrolyte and, at
the same time, have a porosity in excess of 90%.
In order to maintain a reasonably constant environment at the surface of the positive plate, gas
movement must not be restricted due to pore
plugging. An open network is necessary with relatively large pores for generated oxygen to move
to the negative plate. The positive plate contains
pores with only a thin film of electrolyte in them,
estimated to be 0.01 micron thick. Oxygen transport is facilitated by this thin film but somewhat

This educational article for amateur radio use is

restricts the liquid transport.

based in part on excerpts from the publication
“The Basic Chemistry of Gas Recombination in

The primary overcharge reaction, electrolysis of

Lead Acid Batteries” and, other available
information from Eaton Powerware, Inc. The
above paper is available at the following URL and
should be referred to for further detail: http://
w w w. t m s . o rg / p u b s / j o u r n a l s / j o m / 0 1 0 1 /

water, takes place with the generation of oxygen
and, an increase in the acidity of the electrolyte
within the plate pores if diffusion is restricted. To
ensure that gassing is minimal in these cells, most
VRLA products have the negative electrode over-

nelson-0101.html.

built relative to the positive; thus, there will always be an excess of lead sulfate along with the

In the late 1960s, development programs directed
toward producing a viable sealed battery were
underway. It was well into the 1970s before sealed

sponge lead, which reacts with the generated
oxygen. Between these two conditions, the negative should not go into hydrogen gas generation

AGM lead acid batteries fully met expectations. It
has taken even longer to completely understand

except under conditions of overcharge where the
ability of the cell to recombine all the O2 generat-

how to maintain them to achieve maximum life.

ed is exceeded.

For lead acid batteries, the chemistry occurring at
the positive plate on charge and overcharge in a
sealed (gel cell) battery is identical to what would

Sealed AGM Lead Acid Failure Mechanisms

take place in a flooded (wet cell) battery. The key
stumbling block to making gas recombination
work was the amount of electrolyte necessary in
the lead-acid system to realize acceptable discharge capacities and still have sufficient void
volume within the cell to facilitate gas recombination.

The Link

Overcharging – Gas generation faster than can
be re-absorbed; excess H2 and O2 gas released
through safety vents
Electrolyte dry-out due to water loss; 2H2 + O2
= 2H2O
Overheating – Non-intelligent charger; high
ambient temperature and the gas recombination process itself generates heat, can lead to a
battery thermal runaway
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Undercharging – Sulfated Plates
Over Discharge – Deep discharge cycles limit

Float voltage must be increased to compensate,
which increases the potential applied to the posi-

battery life; never discharge below 10.8V
Positive Grid Corrosion – Accelerated by in-

tive plate, leading to increased positive plate corrosion, the significant failure mechanism in oth-

correct charge voltages per battery temperature

erwise well maintained sealed lead acid batteries.

Automated Monitoring & Periodic
Charging (done correctly)

Float Charging???
Proper voltage float charging has been the con-

Periodic Charging Implemented by the Author

ventional method for maintaining batteries; BUT,
there are consequences.

Due to a charger problem in the commercial UPS

Float charging while maintaining the voltage on
the battery to prevent sulfation also keeps the gas
recombination process active. The gas recombination itself produces heat in the battery; the
amount of heat released in a sealed gel battery is
approximately 9 times the heat generated in a
flooded cell battery while on float.
When oxygen is produced by the positive plates
and recombined at the negative plate, the recombination process causes an additional voltage
drop at the negative plate.

used by the author to power all in-house
electronics and amateur radio system for the last
16 years, an outboard charging system was built,
that by coincidence, uses a similar periodic
charging method now advocated by Eaton
Powerware, and other modern commercial UPS
products (view an Eaton Powerware YouTube
video on their battery management process here:
h t t p s : / / w w w. y o u t u b e . c o m / w a t c h ?
v=dZ90zfF8Wz4).
The author’s system consists of an external “sensor” charger modified to add additional cooling/

Periodic Charged Battery Life
Note: The Alber CRT-400
Cell Resistance Tester
has been made available
over the years for this
test, thanks to Dewey,
WA4AHR. Without going
into detail, this commercial battery test system,
originally developed for
use in the nuclear power
industry and, quite expensive, has a proven
record of accurate battery condition measurement.
Table 1 — Analysis of KR4UB’s UPS batteries. All Battery Resistance Values are in micro ohms, measured by the Alber
CRT-400 Cell Resistance Recorder. A new Deka 24HR3000 battery has an internal resistance in the low 5000 micro ohm range.

The Link
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duty cycle, remote start, and shutdown capability.
The “sensor” function in this charger is an auto-

Epilog

matic shut-off capability triggered primarily by
the batteries reaching the set charge cut-off volt-

Skip, WB4P had just contacted me about writing

age.
A timer starts the charger twice per day to check if
batteries need a charge. If fully charged, charger
cuts off within 4 seconds.
A larger charging system is used manually only
after a significant power outage, that has resulted
in major discharge of the batteries. Bulk and Absorption charging phases are used, but no float
charging is permitted.
Does Periodic Charging with Monitoring give
longer Battery Life? (see Table 1 on page 4)

Pulse Charging
Pulse charging has proven to be equally effective
in achieving long life and even more effective in
reversing sulfation. Pulse charging systems,
commonly used in military and aviation systems
are now available at reasonable cost to maintain
and extend the life of your expensive sealed lead
acid batteries.
Pulse charging technology can be thought of as a
form of multimode intermittent charging, auto-

an update for the DFMA newsletter on the presentation I made earlier in the year on maximizing sealed AGM battery life. I had just started
working on the article, and then, the power went
out for 5½ hours. As I continued working on the
article on the computer now being kept alive by
my UPS, thoughts were of course, about the aging
batteries that were keeping the UPS running. Four
batteries are approaching 13 years old, one 10
years old and six are 5 years old.
Those aging but well-maintained batteries kept
the computers (ashamed to say how many) , internet router/modem, several network switches,
other in-house electronics, essential house lighting, and ham radios up and running. It almost
feels like a perverse pleasure during a power outage to use a computer and network, all requiring
power to operate, to report a power outage. I
highly recommend it! I then spent about 3 hours
on the computer updating the article about maximizing battery life, and a conversation or two
using the VHF/UHF radio powered by the same
battery stack. There was plenty of life left in the
batteries to have gone on for much longer. How's
that for making the point about taking good care
of your batteries? 73

mated testing, and ambient temperature sensing
under microprocessor control. This technology is
worthy of further discussion, but in the interest of

upcoming

EVENTS

article length, the reader is referred to the following Internet sources for further information (note:
the DFMA has purchased several products from
the BatteryMINDer site to maintain the MCU batteries).
http://www.batteryminders.com/
http://www.mpoweruk.com/chargers.htm

The Link

mark your calendars
✦

10/4 DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ, 6:00 p.m.

✦

10/8 VE Test Session, Orange County EOC, 10:00 a.m.

✦

10/10 OCRA Meeting, Orange County EOC, 7:00 p.m.

✦

10/18 DFMA Board Meeting, 7:00 p.m.

✦

11/1 DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ, 6:00 p.m.

For a full calendar including nets, visit dfma.org
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Thurs
⚡ Net ⚡
Join us each Thursday night at 8:00 p.m.
on the 145.450 repeater for the weekly
combined ARES and DFMA Club Net. We
always have a cordial and interesting
group. There are several rounds of checkins, so don’t worry if you are a little late.
All are welcome, so please join in on the
fun each Thursday at 8:00 p.m.

✈

Traveling to Europe?

🛳

FCC Updates Notice on Amateur Radio
Operation in CEPT Countries
The ARRL notes, “The FCC has updated its Public
Notice on Amateur Radio operation in European
Conference of Postal and Telecommunications
Administrations (CEPT) countries that have adopted
certain recommendations regarding the US. The updated
notice, in English, German, and French, includes some
additional countries where operation is permitted.
Licensees operating in CEPT countries must have a copy
of the Public Notice, proof of US citizenship, and
evidence of an FCC Amateur Radio license grant. These
must be shown to “proper authorities” upon request.
Subject to regulations in force in the country visited, a US
citizen holding an FCC General, Advanced, or Amateur
Extra Class Amateur Radio license grant “is authorized to
utilize temporarily an Amateur Station in a [CEPT]
country that has implemented certain recommendations
with respect to the United States,” according to the
notice.”
For more information from the ARRL and a link to the
new FCC Public Notice click here.

The Link

If you enjoy historical imagery, you really should
check out shorpy.com. It’s self-described as a vintage photo blog featuring thousands of high-definition images from the 1850s to 1950s. The site is
named after Shorpy Higginbotham, a child coal
miner who lived 100 years ago and can be seen in
several photos on the site.
Photos come from various sources, including the
Library of Congress archives. Each image is extracted from full-resolution scans. Shorpy uses
software to digitally enhance the photos to bring
detail out of the shadows, suppress overexposed
highlights, and remove blemishes caused by dust,
scratches, and mold. They do a wonderful job and
it’s hard to believe many of the photos are well
over 100 years old.
With Shorpy’s permission, I have included several
examples of photos from their site. The site has a
convenient search feature and Picture 1 and Picture 2 were found by searching for “ham radio.”
When available, and they usually are, the photo
includes an informative caption. I have included
the captions for the photos shown. One feature I
really enjoy is reading the user comments posted
for the photos. There is almost always some very
interesting historical information posted by the
users. For example, one of the Picture 1 commenters noted that an ARRL membership certifi-
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cate hangs on the wall. Other commenters identified the radio equipment components on the desk.

I know we have a lot of train aficionados in the
club so I included Picture 3 that was taken circa
1904 (found with search word
“train”). Much information on this
locomotive has been posted by the
commenters. One commenter notes
this is an “Atlantic” type locomotive
with a 4-4-2 wheel arrangement. Another commenter notes the train
would have the smell of creosote,
coal, oil, and steam. The commenters
really make the photos and history
feel alive!
Photos are added to Shorpy daily so I
try to visit the site every day to see
what’s new. You can also order fine-

Picture 1 — New York circa 1924. "L.M. Cockaday and Maj. Kendall Banning."
5x7 glass negative, George Grantham Bain Collection.

art prints from Shorpy’s in-house
studio. If you want to take a
delightfully informative trip back in
time, visit shorpy.com. 73

Picture 2 — Washington, D.C., circa 1920. "National Radio School." Some of
the equipment at the high-tech technical school. National Photo Co.
Picture 3 — Circa 1904. "An engineer at his post,
Michigan Central R.R." 8x10 inch dry plate glass
negative, Detroit Publishing Company.

The Link
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tion of knowing how to use the software, friends
Peter and John were generous in teaching me how

By Jack Hill, KM4MBG

BIO

it all worked, and how to learn more. Thanks to
their help, I have been able to use GNU/Linux
exclusively for my computing needs since 2006. I
continue to be passionately involved in all things
Free software, and have served on the board of
Drexel TechServ, Triangle Linux Users Group, and
Hcoop (an internet hosting cooperative).

My journey into amateur radio began not far from
where we meet at Bullock's. I grew up in the same
south Durham neighborhood as Lenore
(KF4PAB). Both of my parents were technical,
working in the life sciences. Like some other
members, I had an early interest in trains, which
included frequent trips to the New Hope Valley
Railroad. We also had an HO gauge model railroad. The most sophisticated electronic work that
we did for the model trains was remote controlled
switches. However, before learning even more
about trains or electronics, I became involved in
many other activities such as competitive swimming and classical piano. While in middle and
high school, I also became increasingly interested
in computers. My friend, Karl, showed me
QuickBasic and I dabbled with that for a while,
but didn't do anything more than toy programming because of the competing interests and lack
of real guidance. In high school, however, I found
more of a community of people to kindle my interests. Living in the Triangle, under the shadow
of Red Hat, I seem to have always known about
the existence of Linux. When I wanted to try it
out, my friend, Greg, was happy to loan me an
install disc. Around this same time, I read Richard
Stallman's GNU Manifesto, and I was hooked.
Due to the work of the GNU project, computer
users could now enjoy the freedom to collaborate
with and share software to build a better world.
This was a community in which I wanted to take
part. Of course, there was the practical considera-

The Link

How does all of this relate to radio? Remember
that my childhood interests were classical music
and piano. My high school had a special program
for graduating seniors, for which we would shadow someone in their job for two weeks. I did this
project with the programing director, Dick Stork,
at WCPE. I continued to be a volunteer announcer
at WCPE that summer. The first time I broadcasted was with 100,000 Watts! In college, I eavesdropped on a study session for a technician exam.
While I felt comfortable with the electronics components, I knew nothing about the regulations, so
didn't take the exam. More recently, I was reminded of my interest in radio by the use of APRS
in high altitude balloon launches by NC Near
Space (thanks to Tanner (KB4TYE) and Paul
(KD4BFP) for letting me tag along). Lenore and
Kevin (N8VNR) further encouraged me to get licensed. Still that was not quite enough (I would
have had to go all the way to Hillsborough to take
the exam). What finally put me over the edge was
attending a talk at South East Linux Fest, in 2015,
about event communications for the Boston
Marathon. I got my Technician ticket that July,
and, after having participated in the Monday
night 10 meter net, upgraded to General in August. I upgraded again to Extra at the last testing
session before the new question pool came into
effect.
My current interests in the hobby include Having
Another Meal. Sometimes, I even cook meals to
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Board Meeting

MINUTES
Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Board Minutes – 09/20/2016 – Dan,
KR4UB, Secretary
Location: 1920 Front Street, Durham
Attending:
(y) Dee, KU4GC - president; (y) Chuck, KW4KZ vice president; (y) MK, W4MKR - treasurer; (y)
Dan, KR4UB - secretary; (y) Charlie, NC4CD - repeater mgr; (y) Jack, KM4MGB - DurHamFest
chair; (y) Dave, W4SAR - Field Day coordinator;
Board Members: (n) Michael, KK4EIB; (n) Mark,
One of Jack's HAM (have another meal) culinary creations —
chocolate pasta with cauliflower, spinach, and white beans.

eat during nets. I am really enjoying the community and trying to learn all that I can. I appreciate
that amateur radio is, by regulation, only for fun,
and I don't have to worry about my work bleeding into my hobby. One of my latests interests has
been in FreeDV/Codec 2, a scheme for doing digital voice that is free from corporate encumbrances. Thank you for reading and welcoming
me to the community. 73

Editor’s
Note.…🖊
These “Bios” are personal bios. I am asking
that club members contribute them to The
Link so that everyone can get to know their
fellow hams better. Please consider
preparing a personal bio for inclusion in a
future newsletter. Thanks!

KR3AM; (n) John KM4MDR; (y) Karen, KD4YJZ
REPORTS
President – Dee, KU4GC called the meeting to
order at 7 pm and called for officer reports.
Treasurer – MK, W4MKR

Members: 119 (whose dues are current).
Secretary – Dan, KR4UB The 8/16 Board and
09/06 Club Meeting minutes were approved
without comment.
Vice President – Chuck, KW4KZ announced the
October club meeting presentation will be by
Michael Hrivnak on using a Raspberry Pi and
Software Defined Radio for receipt of ADS-B aviation weather and traffic information. Automatic
Dependent Surveillance–Broadcast (ADS-B) is a
precise satellite-based surveillance system that
uses GPS technology to determine an aircraft's
location, airspeed and other data, and broadcasts
that information. Operators of aircraft equipped

The Link
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with ADS-B can receive weather and traffic position information delivered directly to the cockpit.

KA4ELD, Tom & Linda; NC4CD, Charlie; N8BR,
Bill; W4BOH, Wilson; KU4GC, Dee; WA2JLW,

Repeater Manager – Charlie, NC4CD reported
that Lowell, KK4PH has been working on the

Roy; W4MKR, M.K.; WB4P, Skip; KF4PAB,
Lenore; KM4MBG, Jack; KK4CCX, Dick; KM4M-

Hillsborough site to have the ability to perform
remote programming maintenance and for control

DR, John; KX4P, John; KA1HPM, Nick; W4SAR,
Dave; NA4VY, Dave; KD4YJZ, Karen; KK4PH,
Lowell; WA4AHR, Dewey; KK4BPH, Mike;

of the DMR repeater. Charlie further reported that
the number of DMR repeaters is growing. The VA
repeater equipment is close to being ready to de-

N2XZF, Paul; KF4KHU, Jimmy; KW4XL, David &
Junior; W4ORD, Lad; KI4RAN, Bill & Kitty;

ploy to the VA site.

KF4NTC, Bob; KA5JUJ, Martin; KE4UVJ, Don;
KK4QEO, Mark

DurHamFest – Jack, KM4MBG reported that a

A total of 41, attending, 37 of them hams.

meeting is to be set up next week with the
Durham Public Schools Development Center rep-

President – Dee opened the meeting at 7pm with

resentative for use of the site for 2017 DurHamFest.

introductions followed by announcements.

Field Day Coordinator – Dave, W4SAR reported
the next VE session will be held on Saturday, October 8th at the Orange EOC.

are needed to serve as Possum Trott Net control
operators since Jim, KI4HQO is moving to another state. Skip, WB4P is soliciting articles for the

NEW BUSINESS

DFMA link. Wilson, W4BOH announced that the
CX (Classic Exchange) contest is to be held start-

Regarding the 2016 DFMA Annual Christmas
Dinner, Dee, KU4GC made the motion, which
passed unanimously, for the club to pay dinner

Rhett, KE4HIH announced additional volunteers

ing Sunday, September 11th through Tuesday September 13th.

costs for members in good standing + 1 guest attending the event.

Following announcements, Wilson, W4BOH did a
show and tell of his 1978 QCWA bulletin that had
a photograph of a high quality 1931 ham station

Meeting adjourned at 8 pm.

owned by an executive of the Packard Motor
Corporation. He also brought an early photo-

Club Meeting

MINUTES
Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Meeting – 09/06/2016 – Dan, KR4UB, Secretary
Location: Bullock’s Bar-B-Que, Durham
Attending: KR4UB, Dan; WA4BNT, Skip; KF4LJZ,
Linda; WB4YYY, Jim; KA4AVM, Sue; KE4HIH,
Rhett; WA4ROC, Dick; K2MZ, Dick & Nancy;

The Link

graph and QSL card of a family friend K4KGR,
who during World War II was with the 447th
Bomb group as a radio operator on a B-17 (Flying
Fortress). On December 31, 1943, on his first mission over France, his plane was shot down and he
was captured and survived a stay in Stalag
prison. Duke, K2MZ gave a brief demo of his
Siglint SDS1102X 100Mhz 2 channel digital oscilloscope. A nice feature of this scope, Duke
demonstrated, is the automatic setup feature. A
complete review of this scope is included in the
April 2016 QST.
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REPORTS

Program Presentation

Treasurer – MK, W4MKR

Jimmy, KF4KHU gave a presentation on “Radio
Usage in Railroads”. His presentation covered
not only the use of radios but also included pho-

Members: 115 (whose dues are current).

tographs of locomotive in-cab displays, trackside
signaling, and route control point displays.

Secretary – Dan, KR4UB - Dan noted that a number of club members have been exchanging books

Common signaling practices used to cover a variety of situations were explained. This included
block (distance) separation of trains enroute, call

of interest at club meetings for some time. Dan
gave two books away to interested readers,
“Wings of Man, The Legend of Captain Dick Mer-

signal, clearance, and radio orders for movement
authorization and position reporting. Also auto-

rill” and another book “Challenges on the Home
Front” written by members of the Chapel Hill
Writers Discussion Group who shared stories of
their lives during the war years.

mated radio communications were covered that
are used for safety defect detection, end of train
signaling and monitoring of brake line pressure.
For those who may be interested in monitoring
voice and automated voice communications, the

Repeater Manager – Charlie, NC4CD - Charlie
reported that Lowell, KK4PH has adjusted the
levels of the Hillsborough site IRLP to optimize

following frequencies are used as listed below.

repeater to repeater audio. DSL connectivity is
still presenting a challenge to get repeater to IRLP

railroad orders, defect detectors
457.9375Mhz – Safety End of Train Signaling

reflector communications operational. DMR is up
and running. The MCU DMR radio had been received.

Digital data transmission is used for ATCS (Advanced Train Control System) which provide

Field Day Coordinator – Dave, W4SAR announced field day results are typically released by

graphic displays of train movement and track
controls at control centers. The control centers are
linked to wayside control points via data links

the ARRL in the November timeframe.

operating in the 897 to 936 Mhz frequency range.

Presentation of the DMFA “Lid” Award – Char-

AEI (Automatic Equipment Identification) an

lie, NC4CD, the last recipient of the DMFA “Lid”
Award, announced he is on the look-out for a new

RFID tag technology, operating in the 902 to 921
Mhz range, tracks the movement of cars and

recipient of the award.

freight and has replaced the older optical bar code
system.

Door Prizes – Door prize winners were David,
KW4XL - Hex Screwdriver Set; Martin, KA5JUJ Multimeter; Jack, KM4MBG - Flashlight; and
Duke, K2MZ - Tape Measure.

159.910 – 161.565Mhz – Call Signals, clearance,

Meeting adjourned at 8 pm.
Credits:
All article photos courtesy of the author or editor
unless otherwise noted.
Historical Imagery photos courtesy of shorpy.com.
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Buy✦Sell✦Trade
For Sale
DFMA has the following donated items for sale:
Kenwood TM231A 50W 2 meter mobile rig
tested, works, new memory backup lithium
battery installed, Asking $65
Fostex T10 Headphones sold for more than
$100 on eBay. Looks nice, Asking $49
Realistic TRC-430 CB rig, works but mic is flaky,
Asking $20
Contact Dee, KU4GC to purchase or for more
information. Free delivery to a DFMA or OCRA
club meeting.
ku4gc@amsat.org

For Sale
OCRA has the following donated items for sale:
ICOM IC-706 HF+6m 100W, 2m 10W transceiver.
Includes hand microphone, 12V DC power cable,
and manual. Tested, works well. Designed for
portable as well as base station use. Nice rig for
person that cannot afford a new rig or as a backup/mobile station. Asking $469.

Estate Sale
Lucy Whitehead is selling several of Dan’s
(KK4DMS) radios and other equipment. If interested please contact Lucy at
lucy.whitehead13@gmail.com or
Phone # 919-949-5253.
LDG AT-100 ProII 100W Auto Antenna Tuner —
$125
Flex Radio 6300 – Includes custom configured
computer system (Windows 7) with two monitors
& keyboard — $1200
Yaesu FT-450AT HF/50 MHz Transceiver — $500
BK Precision 1692 DC Regulated Power Supply —
$150
ICOM 208H Dual Band Transceiver – Includes
Powerwerx SS-30DV 30A switching power supply
— $180
100W Solar Panel – New – Includes a SUNSC10B1224 solar charge controller — $60
Ameritron AL-811H Amplifier — $500
ICOM IC-746 HF/6m/2m Transceiver — $750

Heathkit HD-1410 Electronic Keyer Use as a keyer with rigs that do not have a built-in keyer circuit. Also has audio out for stand alone code
practice. Asking $74.

Yaesu FT-60R Dual Band HT – Includes software,
charger, and alkaline battery pack — $100

Larson NMD 270 Dual Band mobile antenna with
a Larson NMO MM mag mount base. Ready to
use. Asking $44

Uniden BCD 536HP digital trunking scanner –
New — $400

Contact Dee, KU4GC to purchase or for more
information. Free delivery to a DFMA or OCRA
club meeting.
ku4gc@amsat.org

The Link

Deltran Battery Tender/Lithium Battery — $50

Uniden BCD436HP handheld digital trunking
scanner — $350
SignaLink USB digital communications interface
— $75
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